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INTfWDUCTI ON 

The previous chapter haa been devoted to show a new 

t'adio frequency non-immersive probe method to aetf:Jrmi.na 

average azirmxthal radio frequency conductivity of an arc 

plasma. It may be mentioned here that adequeti:'J electrosta

tic screening may be utilized to.extend tha use of the 

above method for plasma oi' varied nature. Iu absence of 

· ma.guetic field tho plasma may be assumed to be 1sotrop1a and 

if the probe frequency be such that electrorJ atom collision 

frequ:anay exoeeds several times the probe frequency (anguler), 

the radio frequency conductivity essentially becomes the d.c. 

conductivity. Conseque~1tly t·te can change the phrase rta.verage 

azimuthal radio frequency conductivityn to »average ec.mdueti

vityn only. In those over simplified circumate.ncea it may 

appear that our experiment alatu~ to be an alternative method 
" I 

for aondt.lotivity measurement only. Nevertheless the impor

tance becomes evident when the usual probe method proves 

inadequate for some reasons or other. The plasma conductivity 

ia mostly determined by the use of ordinary probes. The 
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inadequacy of the usual probe method beoomes obvious in 

several c1rcumstanr..!ea. It ·is t-Iell known (Lin s.c. et al, 

1966) tl~t in hot ionized gas the probe method is accompanied 

by dii'fiaulties aristng from the e~ .. ~istence of a eold boundary 

layer around the p:robe •. In the case oi' cold. plasma, the 
/ 

probe ~urrent can give little 1nformnt1on on tl1e conductivity. 

In that case an attempt for indirect measurement of oond.uct1-

vity may be made by measuring the electron density; bat 

evaluation or conductivity becomes still dii'i'icult due to the 

fact the...tt no eY.:a.ct method of mea.aurement or the eollision 

frequency has yet beel'l found. 

The probe method is not applicable to a field-free plasma 

such BS a1'te1~-glotv plasma, diffusion plasma and so on. I;-urther, 

in the case of !'lowing plasma, the probe method should. not be 

used because the ·inserterl probe may appreciably dtaturb the 

aynamiee of the flow. In some cases the plasma jet may even 

destroy the d1agnest1o probe. Only vhen there exists an 

electric field in the plasma, the electJ:-1cal conductivity can 

directly be determined from the floating potentials of the 

probas together 'l>Jith the discharge current. One is free to 

commeut at ·this moment that 1n a. field.embado.ec1 plasma where 

probe method is a reliable diagnostic tool f'or conductivity 

measurements, the method mentioned in tlle previous chapter 

bac:omes o:nly an alternative method for conductivity measnrement 



with little s1gn11~1canca, if not redundant. But it ":ill be 

shmvn in the folloHing that in these cases i'nr from being 

redundant, our method ancl the ueua.l probe method may jointly 

ventura to lead most valuable 1n1'ormat ions re€{arding the 

structural behavior or·· conductivity and electron rlensity ot 

plasma.. 

In the previous cbnpter it has bean sllol<m that the average 

azimuthal electrical oondu.ct1v1ty of an e.rc plasma ca.n be 

determined 1Jy etudying the change in the band ... viidth or a aoil 

vrotmd. around an are tube due to the presence of the plasma 

column 'trf1th1n it. It "t-ras asamllad there that· the arc column 

was a cylindrical conductor of uniform conductivity and the 

loss of radio frequency pow·er "'e.s essentially due to eddy 

curretlt h•~at ing of the plasma. It tvaa further ahol>m that if 

of. is the re.tio of the radio frequency current in the absenee 

and in the presence oi' the discharge, the azimuthal ccmduct·i

vity is given by 
o( -I 

= 

where W is the nngular frequency of. the ra\lio i'requenoy 

current, t ia the length of the coil, Li is the average 

mutual inducta~ee rormed bett-Jeen the coil anc1 the plasma and 

R0 :ta the radio frequency resistance of the coil. It has 

been assumed dttring the above deduction that the plasrna is of 

un1i'orm conductivity. But it is \vell knol-m, on the aontra:ry,. 
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that a plasma vfithin a. tube cannot be regarded ee t:miforrn 

with regard. to radie.l elec'l:i:ron a.ensity distribution or 

conductivity. In the ease of gns discharge the l'£H1.1al distri

bu·Gic.m or cm~rga density 1s cylindrically symmetric and can be 

repreee.nted by the Bessel frmction which is ·knol<m as Schottky 

moilel., The schottky model, as applied to glov d.~echarge, can 

e.l!iio ba assumed to'be valid in the ease of low pressure arc. 
' r. 

At a very low pressure of' tlte order of lO ... t~ torr, the 

schottky model 1s no longer valid and the free-fell mod~l was 

developed by Tonka and Languni1I' (1968) 1n whioh it v.ras ausumed 

thnt ions are lost to the t-tall due to i'ree-.i'oll in the rad1el 

electric field. The validity or othE:H'Hise of these assumed 

models has been put to some experimental teats in the oasa of 

glorT discharge by the probe method but no elaborate experimen

tal 1nvastigatio:n i:n this regard has been cari•ied out in the 

case of ar•c plesrna. The existence of this structural behavior 

or plasma has been encountered or sometimes incorporated in 

conneetiou to their meaaureuents by several authors t-;ho 'have 

been using non ... imme:rsive coil probe for dia.gnosticsl(Akimov 

a.nd Konenko, 1966), llaett and Hore, lFf/7 etc. )J • 

It has, however, been indicated previously that uo cali

bration is necessary for our measurements in contrast to the 

methods dealt lrlith by so many authors (Donskoi et al, 1003; 

t11lcosh1bE.1 ami Smy, 1009; C1antp1 and 1'alin1, 1967), It has lJeen 



shot..rn bY Ak1mov and Kouanko, (.1966) that the plasma nnd i:ta 

simulating electrolytes do not al"t-;ays have the same effect 

ou the measurement circuit. This discrepancy }'l..as been . 

attributed, by them, to the radial non-uniformity oi1 the 

plasma. The increased sensitivity of their measurement 

called for higher. probe :frequency. Consequently due to the 

small depth of penetration at that frequency, this methot1 

could give information on the peripheral plasma regions., 

'\..rhich have an average conductiv1.ty lover thun that or the 

plesma·in the rest of cross-sections. Informotion regarding 

the strnotu.ral. behavior of the conduct-ivity could be obtained 

in principle by increasing the depth of P'-'metration (i.e. by 

decreasing the probe f'reqtlency) grauually so that the conduc

tivity profile along the rnd.ius might be scanned. This has 

actually been tried by Altit'loV and Eomn1h:o (1006) but aa i't is 

evident that increased (lepth of penetratior1 vas obtained at 

the expense of the sensitivity of the apparatus ~ 1nforma-. 

tion :regarding the plasma behavior near the uxis becomes 

erroneous if not completely uncertain. 

Ciampi aud Talin1 (1967) obtaiaed expressions and 

measured two distinct average values of c:onduc:"t1vity but did 

not, ho\·Jever, explore the structurul behavior of conductivity. 

Dasu nnd Hore (lrfl7), using a r(!ethod be.sed on the relation 

bet"l:.reen the pla.ama parameters a.nu. the im:peaa.nc:e or an r.f. 

coil placed co-axially arou.nd the plasma, obtained the electron 



density and electron collia1ot1 t'requ.enoy for momentum 

transfer. They assumed Bessel type elect1•on d:i.str1btrtion 

(JPig. 4.3) along the radius even "t>rhen the plasma l-tas embedded 

in an axial magnetic i'1eld. 

In the present investigat-icm, ve have que.st1·cmed the 

Bessel d1strUmt1on of cl1urge density for f.m arc plasma ~ma. 

have presente<1. a. ne'\-J met;hod for obtain:Lug tltc conductivity 

pro:C 1le for a mercury arc pla::>ma. In the f ol10vi1ng sect ions 

the theol'Y and results have; been outlined. and. it will be shown 

that the calcnlution of half-1·tidth from the obtained. distri

bution function indicntes thnt the plasma becoml~S more and 

mo1-ae constricted along the a:;~is vtith the increase of the arc 

current. The change of this structural behavior of the a:rc 

· pla.oma t<~ill also he qualitatively e:;plained. 

THEiOI\STICAL COi~BIDERATION5 

The change in 'the tuned radio frequency current through 

a coil \·ronnel around. an arc tube is effected hy the rei'leatea. 

impedance due to eddy currents formed within the plasma. The 

reflected impedance .'for a primary eoil due to the presence of 

the plasma, 1-:hich can he regarded as a secondary coil, can be 

ca.lcul~;}.ted in· the folloin'ing va.y. 

Lot us consider an am.mlar cylinder clr-1fined hy t1le radii 

r and (r + dr) and length 1, Hhere f is the length of 
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the co11~ The reflected impedance ror this annuler cylindri

cal plasma under certain approximations {Ghosnl et al, 1976) 

is given by Q2M2(r)/R(r) t>rhere R(r) is the azimut'ha.l 

resistance of -che a.mmlar ·cylinder and M(r) 1s the mt:ttua.l 

inductance 'bet'l>rean ·the coil and the annnlar cylinder of' the 

plasma and CJ is the anguler frequency of tl:le applied radio 

frequency field. In terms of conductivity the reflected 

impedance of the annular cylind.er of the plasma 18 

2 
,,./,(_ [M (r)] a-('fl) olra 

•• (A) 
2 7f· r 

~>Ihere a-(r)is the azimuthal conductivity oi' the plasma at a 

distanoe r from the axis. Here it has be(:m, holv-ever, 

assumed that the radio frequency. fielo, has no effect on th~ 

plasma outside the coil on both sides, othe:rt.riae in the above 

expression l should he replaced by C, the ef1'ect1ve plasma 
. . ~ 

length. The justification of the assumption 1~ l is given in 

Appendix (4,.1). 

The total reflected impedance tv1ll be the sum of the 

contributions of all the elernenter~.; annular cylinders imagined 

t·Fith1.n the plasma column. consequently if R0 is the radio 

frequency resistance of tha pl"irnary coil the total effective 

impedance· of the coil ,,rill be 

. R 
W2 .t. ![ M (r))

2 
o- (or>) of~ 

2.,. r ... 



is tl'~ radius of the ;;trc tube .. 

ae k 

of th.a radio frequency ourreut \>tithout t:HHi with the plasma, ':1e 

~Jot iroru equo.ticrl (4.1) 

o{'- I -

Xhis fOl'"lnUla dift'ora by a nume~ical factor fr>om tht$ Erl::prassion 

uued in the prev1ouo chapter~ (Ghosel et· ai, 19"16), due to ··tlm 

i'act tl4'1.t yn:·aviously {\10 tivero.ge · Vt\lne of' muttlRl inductance fJntl 

be a i'unct ion of' :r in the :form M(r) ~::: i:~:r2~ In obtn1n1rlg the 

above eque.t 1cw 1 t has,. ;.. ho-vrev.:.::r, been asen.tll'lEHl ths.t the skin 

depth. :ls. czueh f:!i!."eater than tha ~ra radius because it has been 

. cnlcule.ted in the previous chapter (GhoS~11 at al, 1976) t~bat 

i'or a frt~quenoy of 15 .l MHZ ns \\.ned in the p:ressut e:?:perlmaut the 

skin depth 1s 2 em. 

drop per unit length 

)u'-(r)Y'dr = Ijz?TE 
•• 

0 



than from equation {4.2) and (4.3) . ., 

R 
;-,.3 rr(r) ol.r 

0--~------------ •• 
} y a-(r) olr 

'lrihera f ::. w /2 tris the frequency of the rBdio frequency 

aurl'ent. Binae all the tHrms on the right-hand side of 

equation (4.4) C.%U1 be obtained. e:&.per1mentally it is ev'ldent 

tha:c equation (4.4l cm1tains the information regarcling tho 

radial distribution of conductivity; but it is e1tident tllat 

i'rom the experimental m~nsul~erne:nt of the expression on the 

:right•ho.nd. side oi' equation (4.4) it is not possible to 

determine untquely th.e natUl"e of the rad.ial variation of 

d""' (r) • 

141 

Hat.rever, the utility of' the equation 11at'3 in the fact 

tmt the :t'aotor on the r:tght ... hand side can he deterrnil:1ed 

experimentally and any proposed form of rr (r) "rill become 

invalid unless the expression on the l~ft-hand side,caloulnted 

on the basis Qf the proposed. f'orm, is equal to that on ·the 

right-hand side obtained from experimental mea.artrernent., 

Itegarding the form oi' 0"' (r) let us make the following 

assumptions r; 

(a) r:r {r). ia cylindrically symme"tric; 



(b) It ia a. monotonically dac:r.~asi.ng fut1c:t ion, 

(c) o- (r) = 0 at r t= H.; and 

(d) ~-(r) = ao at r = 0 

Thus the getleral form of cr (r) can be t:ritt{~n as a 

polynomial expansion around. r = Eh. It is, hOlt.revor, 

adva-nte.g~ous to assume rr (r) of the approximate form 

..•. 
\Ihere <r;; and n are to 'be ilet ermined. 

If we denote by 'a' the experimentally determined 

expression on the right-band side of equtoltion (4.4), we get 

·i'rom equation (4.4} and (4.~ )., 

R.2 
'71...-- -2 

Q •• 

Henee, inserting the value of a in eql:tation (4.6), n can 

be determined and l1e can obtain an expression for the radial 

distribution £m1ction for rr (r) from equation (4.€ ) .. 

The experimental a1•rangement has been described in a 



previous paper (Ghosal et al, 1976) and also 1n eha.pter III. 

Measurements t>1ere made for n mercury aro plasma formed l-.rithin 

an arc tube fitted with ttvo tungsten probes. The oscillator 

coil was placed near the working coil and. the im1ucet1 radio 

frequency voltage ·m:.a tn.ned with a variable cond~n1snro The 

tuned currents t.Jere measured. ~ith a radto frequency milli

ammeter and the arc r.mJ.-rent t>!as varied -with a :rheostat connec

ted in aeries with the · d.c. source used to ezc1te the arc. 

The c1r~uit constants a.re given belou : 

Length of the arc tube. = 31 em. 

Anode-cathode spacing = 27 em. 

Outer diamet.ar or 1;ha . tube = l. 9 em. 

I11ner diameter oi' the t~be = 1.5 qm. 

coil length = 4.55 em. 

Coil. diameter = 1. 9 em. 

Number ot turns in the coil = 37. 

Probe-to .. probe separation = 6.26 em. 

Measurements of the tuuea radio frequency currents were made 

i'or a frequency of 6.1 r.mz both in the presence and in the 



absence of the plaome. for different arc currents (I = 2.3 

amp., 3.1 amp ... , 4 amp. anc1 5 amp). 

The values of ( c(- l ) thus obtained 8-re utiltze(l to 

determine the value or 'a'' t~.t is 

·£ 

I 

the term on the right.;:.h~nd sic1e of equation ( 4.4) i'or · 

different values of I/l1~ where the field. B has been measure<1 

by noting the probe-tw-probe voltage. 

Q... = 
'£ 

1 
. Ro 

are entered in Table 4.1 1•or different values or I/g. 

__ ......_,._ .• _, --•-•""!:r~;"'l"E-•' -·-·-·--• -· -· -~~il"""-"'••""---·--a-·-.,..,..·-· -----.... -·-F•'...,...__,_,.._ __ _ 

________ C_am_p_s_-_a_m_-_v_o_lt_s_)_. _______ 1~t-·----~.<?-~='-~~---------------·---·---· 

6.56 

9.41 
l0.69 

~ 0.131 
~ 
~ o.ooo 
-~ o.ooo 
1 o.osl 

-------·---· -~~......,....-L .... ¥<....._...____.._............_....-__ ...... ____ • _____ _ 



l'"a.dial · variat io.n of the conduct brity ·let us asnume sorae 

simnl1fied models for cr (r) n.ml see ,,,he thor the propos ea. 

model gives vuln.en consistel1t _"'irith the experimental ·1"esu.lts .. 

. If it is ass11med. ·chat cr (r) 

J-r3 a- (r) olr 

is uniforl!l, ·then 

a 0~--------------~-
R. . . 

j ~ rr(r) olr 
0 

R2- 2 
= 0''281 Cm. 

2 

·:rhus, comparin& uith the e:J;Gperimentnl vt:ilues of 1 :;J. • as 

enter(:ld i:a Tabl<~ 4.1, it is evident that a--- (r) cmn1ot he 

regarclad as uniform along the re..<lial direction, at leas't for 

· the range of ~'trc currents used here. 

It is 1--1ell kno\'IU that the distribnt ion funat ion for 

electron denaity or the conditctivity can he Holl represontea 

· by the Deasel funat ion or h1ore nearly by a pc.rabolic diatrt-

bution 1n thf! case of glovT discharge, as ba.s been verified 

. ezperimentally by measu:r·emeut 't-Tith cold. probes or 

by measuring the current distribution fl()iJing to the anode 

cousiat 1Hg of concentric cylincu:~rs. If 't•JO assume al.so that 

1n an arc plasma the distribution 11..:1 

o- (-y) = 

0 



Assuming Bessel distribution i'tmotion i.e. (J(r) = Uo Jo (2·LjoS' r/1') 
R. J]

0 
(2'465 ')'/R) 1"

3ol.r 
0 

a= 

0 

~ 
- 0'159 em 

(See Appendix 4.2). 

The value o:f: 'a' thus does not correspond to exp~rimeutally 

observed values but it can be t~ote(1 thnt there is a tenc1ency 

to approach this value at lot..rer are currents. 

Next we turn our attention to equation (4.6) and 

obtutn the Vf~lue.s of n for different values of • a' oorres-

pending to the different values of the parameter I/B as 

ent(~red. itl Table 4.1, e.nO the values· of r1 thus. obtained 

are entered in Tabla 4.2 !'or corresponding values of I/f.!. 

· Table 4.2 

~--------·-.,-·----~ -~-·-·-----------~ 
I/15 

(ampa-cm~olts) n 

9.408 

. 4.181 
- .. - ... ...» 



To ohtaiu t>l:l.e no.tu1•e o:f.' the d1stri'but ion fu:nct ion 

from equation (4.E) the va.luo of CJ0 has been col.eulatea. 

for different I/B values from equation (4.3) : 

R '2 "'- I .J~ { I - (; ) } 'r ol r = J 2 7T £ 
0 

and ai'tor integration toie get 

2 (1"-+ r) 
R2.. 

14 'l 

The a.istribu.tio:n function represent~d by equation (4.6) can 

~1o· .. f h 1 · t a ·• '~i"" ··· · .._ I/ .. , ~ 1 ("'.'i · .c1 , ) -~ ... e p ot ·e . tor { . ..~.1eren~.< t .. -va_uea c g. ·=•- • 1l'he 

expe:t .. itnentully obtained conducti'Yfit:I c1istr:tbn.tion l'nnet ion 

and parabolic and. lJefmel distribution function at"o nlao given 

in tabular i'orm (Tables 4.4 and 4.S) for compnrinon. The 

values of a-;, as differemt I/'G values are. g:i.vem in tabla 4 .. ~4. 

:!?rom the uatmre ut• tho curves it is eviclent that not 

only the conduativit;y at. the ru:is sholr.ra a rapid increase 

with the increase ot' the arc current but at the same time the 

nature or the di.strUmtion of' the azimuthal conductivity. 

undergoes a remt?Lrkahla change, which is evid~nt from the 

nature of the Ct'U'1.res, 1nd.icating that ·t;hQ di.scharge becomes 

more and r.1ore constricted with the 1nc:rease oi' the arc 

cm:rrent. Tho half-1·11dths of the above cnrves C2.l:l he regordgd 

as D. tneasure of the constriction of the plasma column at the 

axis and the variation of' half-':.Jid.ths vit,h r;g is shot-nJ in 

li'ig. 4.2. The:f'['J is a rapid i'all as the e.rc cn:rPent is changed. 

fron 2 11 3 amp. to ~3.1 amp. and then the change is slower, am't 



the curve sh.o"m a tencleney to satnrat ion toi•m.rds higher 

It has 1)eEm noted that in a mercury V\lpour ·tube the~ 

arc completely fills the tube for lol-l cttrrents but c.B tho 

c.n .. 1.rrf;;ut iB increased the arc column contracts ana. 'the 

light becomes more intense at the axis of the tub.e, ,,...hit~h 

is also eorrobortJ;ed hy the present invest igc.-..t ion .. 

The dist:ribut ion curves obte1noa here .. closely reser.ihle 

the curves obt~irted hY. IIoyaux (12.68) i'or a loW' pressure arc 

where the ms.gnetic self'-consti•iction is prec1ominaut, hut the 

constrictior'l observed in the present 1nvestiga-c1ou connot be 

due to the magnetic aeli'-constriction, as the ol~der of the 

curl'ent is much smaller. 

The increase of constriction .of the plasma colur:m nt 

higher our!•ents is probably d.ue to the fact that the 

iucr,~asad erwrgy input cam::eo an increase in guo tempera~ 

ture at the (lt~ia, thereby lovnaring the gaa density. 

Conseq'l.Ulntiy the. increased. mea.r1 free path t'acilit~s the 

ioni.zati'on probability, causing a higher charge density nt 

the axia. If, hcMever, thf3 gas density 'becomes ·too lo\-r t:m 

opposing ei'i'eot may appet.:n·. f)tte to reo.uct ion oi' the g2.s 

deus:i.:ty ·the totul icmizatio.n collision or neutral pa.rt."lcles 



with electrom:! 'tvill bo ·lo\>rered, thereby decreasing the 

ionization probability. The saturation ohserved. in the 

present case mny ·he partly due to this ef'f'ect. 

~able ,;1.2 

lli9 

Values of oc.m£l~ct.ivi.tX .. li:t .. .Fre. §t~J.!'?. ,9f the arc.2~. P.Jf.f~~ 

I/E values. 

_......... ... ...... . ....... ~ 
I/f.!. 

2 (J'l+ 1) 
(ampa.-cm./volta) 

1 /t 
in mhos/am. Cio= R 2., :2.-rr 

~---......-~-· & I ..... • a:w;4oiil 

3.36 6.26 

6.66 18.00 

9.41 26.56 

lO.S9 31.06 



Table 4.4 
T 1 

f.lott1ng of e::i:gerimentul).~ op!Ja,im:l~ ..Qpnd:np~!Ylli di_p,!;rJpJl·t,ipy 

,tnngt i,gn o.t~·£i..iff,erf3nt J.LI?. J!t1lues 

• • I I -..--. 
.............. _ 

rr (in mhos/om. a.t different I/E values given 1n 
r anm s .... am~ /val t 1:; J -

in em. I/E=3.36 I/G=6.S6 I/g=9.41 I/E=10.S9 

0 ·6.26 18.05 26.65 ::31.06 

oo .Q 6.29 J...'3.E8 19.79 28.85 

0.4 2.91 4.96 7.00 22.22 

0.6 0.60 o.sE o.cW 11.18 

o.?s 0 0 0 0 

....-...... ............. ' ... -
2.400 r;u -!"/[{ r i para. :f Bessel 

(ci'Yl) 

-
0 0 0 1 l 

' 
' 

0.4 0.166 0.1245 0.978 o.ooC4 

o.s 0.233 . 0.250 0.889 0.846~i 

J..2 0 •. 499 0.374 o. 7fJ1 0.6711 

1.6 0.665 0.499 o.c.Ba 0.4654 

2.0 0.832 0.624 0.308 0.2239 

2.405 l. 0.76 0 0 

15'0 

t 
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Let us consider the eff'eat of the plasma column 

outsia.e the emil on the .reflected .:tmpedance. First vje, 

consider tha magnetic field. a:~ ·the point 0 (see Fig. 4,.4) 

at a distance z from the nearest end of the coil. carry

ing cur:rmtt i. :!:he r:r.ag~et ic f1.eld due to a small element 

ot the co:tl at a c1istance x 1'1~om ·the point o is given by 

u 2 -' 2 7( Y1 1. a..: oc. .:t 

( a.2 .+ xz) 3/2. 

the tnrus pez• unit length antl, coil die.dnet~3r respectively. 

Thus the tot~al :t'ield due to the contr1but1ori of all the 

elements of the coil is giveu by 

J; 7T n. i a._• d.:c '2 /1 n_ t 

.}1 = (a. 2 + :>::2 y;; ()._ 
·x 

1 

fatting the loug solenoic1 approximation and considering the 

field point. to be very nenr :to the coil. i.e. 9 

,. the field 

:ts· giveu by 

fl = 



~There the angle ~ is described in the figure (4.4) 

and I.io is. the field ine.ide the coil. 

' 

The mutual inductance between the coil anr1 an annular 

· plasma cylindrical element of length ol.·i defined by the 

radii r ~ (r . .., dr) consid.er(-3d p~aed at 0 . 'ls given by 

where M(r) ia tlle same as defined. previously. The reflected 

impedance of the coil due to thf:J preseuce of the plasma element 

D 1sg1veu by 

I 
1 

2 
w 2 [M ()'")] (J(r) olr 

2- 1T Y' 

Q.. 

(1- Cos e) o/2-

Ho\-rever, in the above deduction the radial variation of 

mngnetic i'1eld J.l h~.s been neglected., If the plasma is 

assumed to bs infinitel:;.aitondsdJthe total contribution of 

the plasma elements (outside the coil) to the reflected 

itapec:lanoe may be given by 

2 0 

- 2. _!_. c,./[M. (r)}O(r) o/.'Y' jc I- cose)2. d....r-

Z.t - 4 2 '1f r . "" 
&:: 2, 

(The factor 2 in ·the ahove e:.~pression has beeu ilJco:rporated 

considering the plasma to be extendec. on hath sid,£-.ls of the 

coil) 

I 
2 



To get the total reflecteii l"esistance this is to lm ad.ded 

to ~~in, i.e •. ., the e:g;pression {tq oi' a11 earlier section of 

this chapter. 

Thus 

giving effective plaan1a leugtll 

{* == [ 1 + ~ (_2- If;{~- 1+ 0'/6 

Thus in ou:r casa 't'Thel'"a f ~ 6 en!!. the correct ior1 1~ leas 

than a·percent .. 

r~umerical evaluation of: the qttaratity 

""'?n. J
0
·_ (2 · 4 o5" 7 /,R) = ""LL )"Y\. ·cy 1 R) Let us suppose , / ' J 

R 

The quantity }"'if..,n(;) olr can be evaluated usi11g Sca~bourgh 1 s 
method. The 

0 

ftmct ion d C"'IR)at "Y/R = O ,_ Ys-, 2/s J 
315 , .ty5 a.V\ot 

1 

can be obtained from the graph (l:"igs. 4.5 and 4..,6). These are 

inserted in tabla 4.6. 



Table 4.6 

.. -~ ! R 
m (m(l/s) ~w. (zj~) d-~ (3/s). if»~ (4/s) 

y,., 

)~1~)Jy 1'YL Y (o) d (•) CL 

0 (C"M~) 

l 0 0.142 0.236 0.247 0.165 0 0.1178 

~-----· 
_._ ...... --:' ............ --_-~ :..., .... ~,. ... -........ -:~~ .. ____ .. _,... __ ..,_._..., .... ..,_ .. ,.._ .. _.._ :--~~-···-- 0.159 

:3 0 3.189 X 2.119 X o.Ol2 X s.M x 0 0.0187 

lt)3 1 -2 -0 lo-2 lo-2 

I - -----
R 

The quanti~ :l.es fi M {~/R) d"f', obtaiued by using the formula 

Jif~(;R) dr =: ~ [ '{"(o) + g((,>+2{/(2A)./(41sJ 
0 

+ LJ { "{'(v,) + "rc%)}] 
ara also 1nserte·d in table (4 •. 6) 

The quantity 

0 

comes out to be O.Jij9. 
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Radial distribution function for the azimuthal conductivity 
of an arc plasma 

S. K. GHOSALt, G. P. NANDit and S. N. SENt 

It is shown that the simultaneous measurement of the change in the band width of 
a coil wound around the positive column of an arc tube and the longitudinal field 
across the positive column can provide valuable information regarding the structural 
behaviour of the electrical conductivity or the electron density of the plasma column. 
A distribution function for the radial variation of the azimuthal conductivity of an 
arc plasma is proposed and the parameters of the distribution function have been 
obtained from the above measurements. The calculation of half-widths from the 
distribution function indicates that the plasma becomes more and more concentrated 
along the axis with the increase of the arc current. The change of this structural 
behaviour of the arc plasma is qualitatively explained. 

1. Introduction 
It i,s well known that a plasma within a tube cannot be regarded as uniform 

with regard to radial electron density distribution or conductivity and in the 
case of glow discharge the radial distribution of the charge density is cylindrically 
symmetric and can be represented by the Bessel function which is known as 
a Schottky model. The Schottky model, as applied to glow discharge, can 
also be assumed to be valid in the case of a low pressure arc. At a very low 
pressure of the order of 1 o-5 torr the Schottky model is no longer valid and 
the free-fall model was developed by Tonks and Langmuir (1968) in which it 
was assumed that ions are lost to the wall due to free fall in the radial electric 
field. The validity or otherwise of these assumed models has been put to 
some experimental tests in the case of glow discharge by the probe method 
but no elaborate experimental investigation in this regard has been carried 
out in the case of arc plasma. In a previous communication (Ghosal et al. 
1976) it was shown that the average azimuthal electrical conductivity of an 
arc plasma can be determined by studying the change in the bandwidth of a 
coil wound around an arc tube due to the presence of the plasma column 
within it. It was assumed there that the arc column was a cylindrical 
conductor of uniform conductivity and the loss of radiofrequency power was 
essentially due to eddy current heating of the plasma. It was further shown 
that if ex is the ratio of the radiofrequency current in the absence and in the 
presence of the discharge, the azimuthal conductivity is given by 

7T cx-1 
O's=y w2M2 Ro 

were w is the angular frequency of the radiofrequency current, l is the length 
of the coil, M is the average mutual inductance formed between the coil and 
the plasma and R0 is the radiofrequency resistance of the coil. It has been 
assumed in the above deduction that the plasma is of uniform conductivity. 

Received 4 October 1976; revision received 18 April 1977. 
t Department of Physics, North Bengal University, Darjeeling, India. 
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Experimental evidence has clearly indicated however that an arc plasma 
cannot be regarded as a medium of uniform charge density or conductivity 
and previous attempts, such as those of Schottky or of Tonks and Langmuir 
are entirely based on some assumed theoretical models. In the present 
investigation it is our aim to start with some generalized radial conductivity 
distribution and to measure experimentally a quantity which is a function 
of this assumed conductivity distribution. The next step will be to find the 
nearly exact distribution function which gives the closest approach to the 
experimental results. 

2. Theoretical consideration 
The change in the tuned radiofrequency current through a coil wound 

around an arc tube is effected by the reflected impedance due to eddy currents 
formed within the plasma. ·The reflected impedance for a primary coil due 
to the presence of the plasma, which can be regarded as a secondary coil, 
can be calculated in the following way. 

Let us consider an annular cylinder defined by the radii r and r + dr and 
length l, where l is the length of the coil. The reflected impedance for this 
annular cylindrical plasma under certain approximations (Ghosal et al. 1976) 
is given by w2.LV12(r)JR(r), where R(r) is the azimuthal resistance of the annular 
cylinder and M(r) is the mutual inductance between the coil and the annular 
cylinder of the plasma and w is the angular frequency of the applied radio
frequency field. In terms of conductivity the reflected impedance of the 
annular cylinder of the plasma is 

w2lM2(r)a(r) dr 

21rr 

where a(1·) is the azimuthal conductivity of the plasma at a distance r from 
the axis. The total reflected impedance will be the sum of the contributions 
of all the elementary annular cylinders imagined within the plasma column. 
Consequently if R0 is the radiofrequency resistance of the primary coil the 
total effective impedance of the coil will be 

R' = Ro + w2
l j M

2
(r)a(r) dr 

27T 0 r 
(1) 

where R is the radius of the arc tube. M(r) can be written as M(r) =kr2 , 

where k is a constant depending upon the number of turns of the primary 
coil. If ex denotes the ratio of the radiofrequency current without and with 
the plasma, we get from eqn. ( 1) 

(2) 

If a(r) = a0 =constant for 0 ~ r ~ R, eqn. (2) becomes 
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This formula differs by a numerical factor from the expression used in the 
previous paper (Ghosal et al. 1976), due to the fact that previously an average 
value of mutual inductance and current path was taken, whereas M(r) has 
been assumed here to be a function of r in the form M(r) =kr2. In obtaining 
the above equations it has, however, been assumed that the skin depth is 
much greater than the arc radius because it has been calculated in the previous 
paper (Ghosal et al. 1976) that for a frequency of 5·1 MHz as used in the 
present experiment the skin depth is 2 em. 

If I denotes the arc current and E the axial voltage drop per unit length 

R I 
J a(r)r dr=-E (3) 
0 27T 

then from eqns. (2) and (3) 

R 

J r3a(r) dr E 
o cx-1 
R = f2k2l . T . Ro 
J ra(r) dr · 

(4) 

0 

where f=wf27T is the frequency of the radiofrequency current. Since all the 
terms on the right-hand side of eqn. (4) can be obtained experimentally it is 
evident that eqn. (4) contains the information regarding the radial distri
bution of conductivity ; but it is evident that from the experimental measure
ment of the expression on the right-hand side of eqn. (4) it is not possible to 
determine uniquely the nature of the radial variation of a(r). 

However, the utility of the equation lies in the fact that the factor on the 
right-hand side can be determined experimentally and any proposed form of 
a(r) will become invalid unless the expression on the left-hand side, calculated 
on the basis of the proposed form, is equal to that on the right-hand side 
obtained from experimental measurement. 

Regarding the form of a(r) let us make the following assumptions: 

(a) a(r) is cylindrically symmetric; 
(b) it is a monotonically decreasing function, 
(c) a(r)=O at r=R. 

Thus the general form of a(r) can be written as a polynomial expansion 
around r = R. It is however advantageous to assume a(r) of the approximate 
form 

(5) 

where a0 and n are to be determined. 
If we denote by a the experimentally determined expression on the right

hand side of eqn. (4), we get from eqns. (4) and (5), 

R2 
n=--2 

a 
(6) 

Hence, inserting the value of a in eqn. (6),- n can be determined and we can 
obtain an expression for the radial distribution function for a(r) from eqn. (5). 
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3. Experimental arrangement 
The experimental arrangement has been described in a previous paper 

(Ghosal et al. 1976). Measurements were made for a mercury arc plasma 
formed within an arc tube fitted with two tungsten probes. The oscillator 
coil was placed near the working coil and the induced radiofrequency voltage 
was tuned with a variable condenser. The tuned currents were measured 
with a radiofrequency milliammeter and the arc current was varied with a 
rheostat connected in series with the d.c. source used to ·excite the arc. The 
circuit constants are given below : 

Length of the arc tube= 31 em. 

Anode-cathode spacing= 27 em. 

Outer diameter of the tube= 1·9 em. 

Inner diameter of the tube= 1·5 em. 

Coillength=4·55 em. 

Coil diameter= 1·9 em. 

Number of turns in the coil=37. 

Wire diameter= 2 mm. 

Probe-to-probe separation= 6·35 em. 

Measurements of the tuned radiofrequency currents were made for a frequency 
of 5·1 Mllz both in the presence and in the absence of the plasma for different 
arc currents (I= 2·3 amp, 3·1 amp, 4 amp and 5 amp). 

The values of (a.-1) thus obtained are utilized to determine the value of 
a, that is 

cx-1 E 
f2k2l . I. Ro 

the term on the right-hand side of eqn. (4) for different values of IfE where 
the field E has been measured by noting the probe-to-probe voltage. 

4. Results and discussion 
The values of a determined from the expression 

cx-1 E 
a= f2k2l . I . Ro 

.are entered in Table 1 for different values of IfE. 

1/E 
(amps-cmfvolts) 

3·36 
6·56 
9·41 

10·59 

Table l. 

0·131 
0·096 
0·094 
0·091 
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In order to find the distribution function for the radial variation of the 
conductivity let us assume some simplified models for a(1·) and see whether 
the proposed model gives values consistent with the experimental results. 

If it is assumed that a(r) is uniform, then 

R ! r3a(r) dr R 2 

a=--.:----=-=0·281 cm2 
R 2 
J ra(r) dr 
0 

Thus, comparing with the experimental values of a as entered in Table 1, it 
is evident that a(r) cannot be regarded as uniform along the radial direction, 
at least for the range of arc currents used here. 

It is well known that the distribution function for electron density or the 
conductivity can be well represented by the Bessel function or more nearly 
by a parabolic distribution in the case of glow discharge, as has been verified 
experimentally by measurement with cold probes or by measuring the current 
distribution flowing to the anode consisting of concentric cylinders. If we 
assume also that in an arc plasma the distribution is parabolic, then 

and a= 

The value of a thus does not correspond to experimentally observed values 
but it can be noted that there is a tendency to approach this value at lower 
arc currents. 

Next we turn our attention to eqn. (6) and obtain the values of n for 
different values of a corresponding to the different values of the parameter 
lfE as entered in Table 1, and the values of n thus obtained are entered in 
Table 2 for corresponding values of lfE. 

IJE 
(amps-cmjvolts) 

3·36 
6·563 
9·408 

10·59 

n 

2·293 
3·859 
3·984 
4·181 

Table 2. Variation of n with If E. 

To obtain the nature of the distribution function a(r) from eqn. (5) the 
value of a0 has been calculated for different lfE values from eqn. (3): 

f ao [ 1-(~rr r dr= 2~E 
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and after integration we get 

IJE 2(n+ I) 
ao= 27T R2 

The distribution function represented by eqn. ( 5) can now be plotted for 
different IJE values (Fig. 1). 
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Figure l. Electrical conductivity distribution as function of r for lfE values (amps
em/volts) 10·59, 9·408, 6·563 and 3·36 respectively from above downwards 
(solid lines). Parabolic distribution (----- -). 

From the nature of the curves it is evident that not only the conductivity 
at the axis shows a rapid increase with the increase of the arc current but at 
the same time the nature of the distribution of the azimuthal conductivity 
undergoes a remarkable change, which is evident from the nature of the 
curves, indicating that the discharge becomes more and more constricted with 
the increase of the are current. The half-widths of the above curves can be 
regarded as a measure of the constriction of the plasma column at the axis 
and the variation of half-widths with 1/E is shown in Fig. 2. There is a 
rapid fall as the arc current is changed from 2·3 amp to 3·1 amp and then the 
change is slower, and the curve shows a tendency to saturation towards higher 
currents. 

It has been noted that in a mercury vapour tube the arc completely fills 
the tube for low currents but as the current is increased the arc column 
contracts and the light becomes more. intense at the axis of the tube, which is 
also corroborated by the present investigation. 

The distribution curves obtained here closely resemble the curves obtained 
by Hoyaux (1968) for a low pressure arc where the magnetic self-constriction 
is predominant, but the constriction observed in the present investigation 
cannot be due to the magnetic self-constriction, as the order of the current is 
much smaller. 
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Figure 2. Variation of half-widths of the conductivity distribution function with 
lfE. 

The increase of constriction of the plasma column at higher currents is 
probably due to the fact that the increased energy input causes an increase 
in gas temperature at the axis, thereby lowering the gas density. Consequently 
the increased mean free path facilitates the ionization probability, causing a 
higher charge density at the axis. If however the gas density becomes too 
low an opposing effect may appear. Due to reduction of the gas density the 
total ionization collision of neutral particles with electrons will be lowered, 
thereby decreasing the ionization probability. The saturation observed in 
the present case may be partly due to this effect. 
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